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Arctic Ocean as a new South
China Sea?

Content of the
presentation
• SCS has been often compared with the Arctic
Ocean and this comparison raises difficult
questions for the Arctic
• It is a very powerful comparison. But is it
justified?
• Does SCS comparison in any way help to
understand how Arctic Ocean governance is
developing?

The two regions
compared

Two dimensions of
the comparison
• There are two dimensions to this comparison:
• a. Is Arctic Ocean – and the Arctic in general
- prone to conflict because of unclear
ownership situation (as is the case in the SCS)?
• b. Is China going to behave in the Arctic
Ocean the way it does in the SCS?

AO as a South
China Sea
• Scott Borgerson, Foreign Affairs 2008
• The situation is especially dangerous because there are currently
no overarching political or legal structures that can provide for the
orderly development of the region or mediate political
disagreements over Arctic resources or sea-lanes. The Arctic has
always been frozen; as ice turns to water, it is not clear which
rules should apply. The rapid melt is also rekindling numerous
interstate rivalries and attracting energy-hungry newcomers,
such as China, to the region. The Arctic powers are fast
approaching diplomatic gridlock, and that could eventually
lead to the sort of armed brinkmanship that plagues other
territories, such as the desolate but resource rich Spratly
Islands, where multiple states claim sovereignty but no clear
picture of ownership exists

AO as a South
China Sea
• Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, in
Rovaniemi May 2019
• We need to examine these [Chinese] activities closely, and we need – and
we keep the experience we have learned of other nations in mind.
China’s pattern of aggressive behavior elsewhere in the – excuse me –
aggressive behavior elsewhere should inform what we do and how it
might treat the Arctic. Let’s just ask ourselves: Do we want Arctic
nations broadly, or indigenous communities specifically, to go the way of
former government in Sri Lanka or Malaysia, ensnared by debt and
corruption? Do we want crucial Arctic infrastructure to end up like
Chinese-constructed roads in Ethiopia, crumbling and dangerous after
only a few years? Do we want the Arctic Ocean to transform into a
new South China Sea, fraught with militarization and competing
territorial claims? Do we want the fragile Arctic environment exposed
to the same ecological devastation caused by China’s fishing fleet in the
seas off its coast, or unregulated industrial activity in its own country? I
think the answers are pretty clear

Conclusions
• Comparing SCS and AO brings about
concern to Arctic debates
• There are clear conditions in these two
spaces that make them very different
• Nonetheless, the ideas that are at the
foundation of the comparison may
influence reality

Thanks!

